In vitro cell cultures as a model of the basal forebrain.
The basal forebrain has attracted considerable attention because of its putative role in complex functions such as learning, memory and behavioral state control as well as its vulnerability in neurological disorders such as Alzheimer's Disease (AD). The finding that nerve growth factor provides trophic support for the cholinergic basal forebrain neurons has stimulated further interest in understanding trophic interactions of basal forebrain neurons as well as in possible trophic factor therapeutic strategies for disease states. Our laboratory has utilized primary cell cultures and developed immortalized central nervous system cell lines to study the trophic interactions that establish and maintain the septohippocampal pathway, a basal forebrain component which plays an essential role in cognitive function and is prominently affected in AD. The results of our primary cell culture studies have demonstrated the importance of trophic signals elaborated by the hippocampus in mediating the development of septal cholinergic neurons. Nerve growth factor plays an important role in this process, but it cannot account for all of the trophic signals elaborated by authentic hippocampal target cells. The development by this laboratory of clonal cell lines of septal and hippocampal lineage offers the prospect of investigating both the response to and elaboration of neural trophic signals at a more precise level of resolution than can be achieved with primary cultures. The technology and information that is generated from the engineering of such cell lines will also serve as a strategy to study trophic interactions in other brain circuits in future years, and to investigate possible changes or dysfunctions that occur neurological diseases.